Our classroom rules reflect the PYP attitudes.
We have a safe and happy classroom when:

We show **Respect**
- We listen, looking at the person who is talking
- We put our hand up and take turns to speak
- We take care of our belongings, others belongings and our classroom

We show **Tolerance**
- We listen and wait for our turn
- We help others

We are **Co-operative**
- We play safely
- We talk quietly
- We are nice to each other
- We use our manners
- We take turns
- We help others

We show **Confidence**
- We always try and keep working to achieve
- We smile

We show **Commitment**
- To be creative
- To be an active participant in the classroom
- We ask for help
- We always try

We show **Appreciation**
• We take care of and respect our belongings, others belongings and our classroom

We show *Creativity*

• We try our best
• We try new and different ways to do things

**CONSEQUENCES**

**Warning**

• First
• Second

**Consequence:**
Time out – You will be excluded from the class activity (working alone/sent to own desk if floor work).

*If behaviour persists:*
Exclusion from recess or lunch play (5-10 minutes) in the classroom or walk with teacher on yard duty.

*If behaviour persists:*
Time out – exclusion from classroom (next door Miss Szmigielski or unit leader Mr Smith)

*If behaviour persists:*
Parent contacted to meet with Student / Teacher / Principal